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	ProductsNew




PROXIES
Residential Proxies
FREE TRIAL

Enjoy 55M+ real IPs in 195+ locations, any city worldwide, and 50 US states.


Static Residential Proxies
NEW

Equip ISP proxies and enjoy unbeatable speed and stability.


Mobile Proxies
DEAL

Dive into a 10M+ ethically-sourced mobile IP pool with 160+ locations and 700+ ASNs.


Datacenter Proxies

Use stable, fast, and furious shared 500K+ datacenter IPs worldwide.


Site Unblocker
NEW

Power up your scraping by accessing real-time data from the most challenging websites.




SCRAPERS
Social Media Scraping API

Extract structured real-time data from various social media platforms.


SERP Scraping API

Enjoy a full-stack scraping solution for Google and more.


eCommerce Scraping API

Gather neatly structured eCommerce data by sending just one API request.


Web Scraping API

Collect relevant data from the World Wide Web at scale with a 100% success.


No-Code Scraper

Scrape web data without writing a single line of code.




FREE TOOLS
X Browser

Juggle multiple accounts at the same time risk-free.


Chrome Proxy Extension

Bring essential proxy features right into your browser.


Firefox Add-on

Get proxies to your favorite browser with a few clicks.


Proxy Checker
NEW

Test lists of proxies to avoid potential errors.


Address Generator

Generate proxy lists in bulk with no hassle.




FEATURES
SOCKS5RotatingISPSharedBackconnectAnonymousHTTPIPv4Private

TARGETS
CraigslistYouTubeBingShopifyPinterestGoogleTikTokAmazonRedditGoogle ShoppingGoogle ImageGoogle Autocomplete







	PricingNew




PROXIES
Residential Proxies
DEAL


from$2.2/GB


Static Residential Proxies
NEW


from$2.67/IP


Mobile Proxies
DEAL


from$6/GB


Datacenter Proxies


from$0.09/IP


Site Unblocker
NEW


from$6/GB




SCRAPERS
Social Media Scraping API


from$0.9/1k req


eCommerce Scraping API


from$1.1/1k req


No-Code Scraper


from$3.85/1k req


SERP Scraping API


from$1.3/1k req


Web Scraping API


from$0.52/1k req




FREE TOOLS
X Browser



Chrome Proxy Extension



Firefox Add-on



Proxy Checker
NEW



Address Generator










	Use cases



USE CASES
Multi-accounting

Create and manage multiple social media & eCommerce accounts with ease.


Web scraping

Gather public web data to generate valuable insights and scale your business.


Price aggregation

Track and monitor prices to keep up with the ever-changing markets.


Ad tech

Upgrade adtech game – test ads, optimize CPA, and verify links effortlessly.


SEO

Collect SERP data to optimize SEO strategy and grow a brand’s visibility online.
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Smartproxy Knowledge Hub
Advanced scraping tutorials, proxy setup and integration guides.

Explore









	Resources



SETUP
How it works



Quick start guide



Documentation



Public API



Configuration



Integration



FAQ



Blog



Webinars



Customer testimonials



Glossary





LOCATIONS
All locations



United States



United Kingdom



Germany



China



India
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Smartproxy Knowledge Hub
Advanced scraping tutorials, proxy setup and integration guides.

Explore
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Book demo call

Log in

Create account


	Create account


	Log in


	Book demo call













Effortlessly Scrape the Web Data You Need

Quality data collection infrastructure for virtually every use case.

Flexible pricing
Intuitive self-service
24/7 support team

Sign up with Email

Sign up with Google


14-day money-back option
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Overcome restrictions

Bypass CAPTCHAs, geo-blocks, and IP bans with 65M+ proxies from 195+ locations, including cities and US states.
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Scale your business

From scraping multiple targets simultaneously to managing multiple social media and eCommerce accounts.
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Stay flexible

Try out our solutions with no-commitment options and free trials, and stay assured with our 14-day money-back.
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Test residential proxies with a 3-day free trial and save up to 69% off!

Get free trial













Flexible plans for any demand
Proxies
Premium proxy infrastructure with industry-leading residential proxies. Our proxy network is ideal for bypassing geo-restrictions, CAPTCHAs, and IP blocks. We offer ethically-sourced IPs with large pools, wide location coverage, high success rate, and flexible pricing options.
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Residential Proxies

DEAL

From: $2.2/GB
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55M+ IPs
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195+ locations
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HTTP(s) + SOCKS5


Each residential IP is a real desktop device with a specific physical location. Our residential proxies are the fastest in the market, 99.47% successful, and versatile for any use case. Available with a monthly subscription plan or the usage-based Pay As You Go option. 
Begin with a 3-day free trial
Get started
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ISP Proxies

New

From: $2.67/IP
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Rotating on-demand IPs
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Forever website sessions 
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Unlimited threads


Get the best of both residential and datacenter proxies worlds. Enjoy 99.99% uptime, blazing speeds, and stability by equipping ISP proxies. Scrape advanced targets, power up your social media marketing, and tame all AdTech tasks while avoiding IP bans and CAPTCHAs.
Learn more
Get started
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Mobile Proxies

Deal

From: $6/GB
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10M+ IPs
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700+ ASNs and city-level targeting
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HTTP(s) + SOCKS5


Our 3G, 4G, and 5G mobile proxies come from mobile devices connected to mobile carriers. They’re exceptional for their high success rate, security, and advanced targeting options. Choose between iOS and Android operating systems using the OS filtering feature. Select the plan that best fits your needs, or opt for Pay As You Go and pay per GB.
Learn more
Get started
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Datacenter Proxies


From: $0.09/IP
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<0.3s avg speed
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Custom plan setup option
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99.99% uptime


Generated at powerful data centers worldwide, 500K+ shared and dedicated datacenter IPs are perfect for stability, scalability, and unmatched speed. Customize your deal by choosing how many IPs, what locations, and how much traffic you need. 
Learn more
Get started
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Site Unblocker

New

From: $6/GB
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100% success rate
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JavaScript rendering
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Browser fingerprinting


A powerful proxy-like scraping solution that bypasses even the most sophisticated anti-bot systems, CAPTCHAs, geo-blocking, IP blocking, and other challenges to fetch raw HTML with JavaScript data. 
Learn more
Get started








Scraping APIs
Our ready-to-use scraping APIs simplify public data collection via synchronous, asynchronous, and batch requests. They ensure a 100% success rate, stable parsing, headers and cookies support, and handling of CAPTCHAs and JavaScript-heavy websites. Free 7-day trial – no credit card required!
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Social Media Scraping API


From: $0.9/1k req
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Numerous data endpoints
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Browser fingerprinting
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Results in HTML or JSON


The all-in-one tool to extract structured data from social media platforms. Get usernames, profiles, posts, hashtags, and more in raw HTML or parsed in JSON format. The integrated advanced anti-bot protection ensures a seamless scraping experience. 
Learn more
Start a free trial
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SERP Scraping API


From: $1.3/1k req
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All major search engines
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High scalability
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Results in HTML or JSON


The full-stack solution for collecting structured data from major search engines like Google, Bing, Baidu, Yandex, etc. Extract organic and paid search, ad, image, video, and other results from 195+ locations in raw HTML or parsed in JSON format. 
Learn more
Start a free trial
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eCommerce Scraping API


From: $1.1/1k req
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Multiple ecommerce categories
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JavaScript rendering
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Results in HTML or JSON


The all-inclusive tool for gathering structured data from major eCommerce sites and marketplaces, such as Amazon and Wayfair. Get product information, prices, reviews, seller information, and other details in raw HTML or parsed in JSON format. 
Learn more
Start a free trial
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Web Scraping API


From: $0.52/1k req
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Choose your target
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Customizable headers & cookies
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Full HTML with JavaScript output


Can’t find your desired target among our Scraping APIs? With Web Scraping API, you can collect data from various websites and receive your target’s full HTML with JavaScript results from any state, country, or city. 
Learn more
Start a free trial








Real residential IPs worldwide
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United States
7.1M+ IPs
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Germany
2.3M+ IPs
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United Kingdom 
1.7M + IPs
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India
9.4M+ IPs
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Canada
540K+ IPs
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Japan
104K+ IPs



Explore all locations




Find the best proxy solution for your use case
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Web scraping
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Price aggregation
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SEO
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Ad verification






Free tools to sharpen your proxies
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X Browser


Juggling multiple profiles has never been easier. Get unique fingerprints and use as many browsers as you need, risk-free!

Learn more
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Chrome Browser Extension


Easy-to-use, damn powerful. A proxy wonderland in your browser, accessible in 2 clicks. Free of charge.

Learn more
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Firefox Browser Add-on


Easy to set up, even easier to use. The virtual world at your fingertips in 2 clicks. Free of charge.

Learn more
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Proxy Checker


Verify your IPs with free Proxy Checker. Quickly & efficiently check your IPs to avoid potential errors.

Learn more
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Address Generator


Tired of making old-school proxy lists? Generate instant user:pass lists for your sticky sessions and export proxies in seconds.

Learn more
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No-Code Scraper Extension


Collect data effortlessly from any website without writing a single line of code.

Learn more











Top-notch residential and datacenter proxies
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Never get banned with residential IPs

Residential proxies are private IP addresses, meaning that your requests will be routed through real devices, granting you complete anonymity and high success rates.
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Reach the speed of light with datacenter IPs

Datacenter proxies are shared IP addresses, generated by powerful machines. They are extremely fast and reliable. Send unlimited concurrent requests and get data quickly.
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Get 100% control with dedicated datacenter IPs

Dedicated datacenter proxies are private US IPs. You get full control of your proxies - no one else will have the same IPs like yours. There are no limitations on GBs and connections.






What people are saying about us
We're thrilled to have the support of our 50K+ clients and the industry's best

Clients
Awards
Industry experts




Show more
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Smartproxy blog
Most recent
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pythondata collection
How to Scrape Google Maps: A Step-By-Step Tutorial 2024

Google Maps is a beautiful tool that allows anyone to travel the world with their eyes and see many ...
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Martin Ganchev
Mar 29, 2024
 min. read



Most popular
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cURLUnblock
How to Send a cURL GET Request
Martin Ganchev
Jan 02, 2024
7 min. read
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UnblockBusiness Automation
How to Bypass CAPTCHA With Puppeteer: A Step-By-Step Guide
Martin Ganchev
Dec 04, 2023
10 min. read
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Parsing
A Complete Guide to Web Data Parsing Using Beautiful Soup in Python
Martin Ganchev
Nov 16, 2023
14 min. read
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Data CollectionPython
Scraping the Web with Selenium and Python: A Step-By-Step Tutorial
Martin Ganchev
Nov 09, 2023
10 min. read
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Data Collection
Amazon Product Data Scraping with Datacenter Proxies
Martin Ganchev
Oct 30, 2023
15 min. read
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cURL
A Comprehensive Guide on Using Proxy with cURL in 2024
James Keenan
Jun 20, 2023
7 min. read
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Data CollectionSearch Engine Optimization
How to Scrape Google Search Data
James Keenan
Feb 20, 2023
8 min. read






Read more



Effortlessly Scrape the Web Data You Need
Quality data collection infrastructure for virtually every use case.
Get started
14-day money-back option





Get in touch
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